Corneal Sulfated Glycosaminoglycans and Their Effects on Trigeminal Nerve Growth Cone Behavior In Vitro: Roles for ECM in Corneal Innervation
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PURPOSE. Sensory trigeminal nerve growth cones innervate the cornea in a highly coordinated fashion. The purpose of this study was to determine if extracellular matrix glycosaminoglycans (ECM-GAGs), including keratan sulfate (KS), chondroitin sulfate (DS), and chondroitin sulfate A (CSA) and C (CSC), polymerized in developing eyefronts, may provide guidance cues to nerves during cornea innervation.

METHODS. Immunostaining using antineuron-specific-β-tubulin and monoclonal antibodies for KS, DS, and CSA/C was performed on eyefronts from embryonic day (E) 9 to E14 and staining visualized by confocal microscopy. Effects of purified GAGs on trigeminal nerve growth cone behavior were tested using in vitro neuronal explant cultures.

RESULTS. At E9 to E10, nerves exiting the pericorneal nerve ring grew as tight fascicles, advancing straight toward the corneal stroma. In contrast, upon entering the stroma, nerves bifurcated repeatedly as they extended anteriorly toward the epithelium. KS was localized in the path of trigeminal nerves, whereas DS and CSA/C-rich areas were avoided by growth cones. When E10 trigeminal neurons were cultured on different substrates comprised of purified GAG molecules, their neurite growth cone behavior varied depending on GAG type, concentration, and mode of presentation (immobilized versus soluble). High concentrations of immobilized KS, DS, and CSA/C inhibited neurite growth to varying degrees. Neurites traversing lower, permissive concentrations of immobilized DS and CSA/C displayed increased fasciculation and decreased branching, whereas KS caused decreased fasciculation and increased branching. Enzymatic digestion of sulfated GAGs canceled their effects on trigeminal neurons.

Conclusions. Data herein suggest that GAGs may direct the movement of trigeminal nerve growth cones innervating the cornea. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2012;53:8118–8137) DOI: 10.1167/iovs.12-10832

The extracellular matrix (ECM) provides regulatory cues that govern growth and guidance of axonal growth cones in the developing peripheral nervous system (PNS). These cues may be growth-promoting, growth-permissive, or growth-inhibitory, dependent on both the nature of the ECM molecule(s) and the context in which they are presented in the peripheral tissue to growth cones. Inhibitory ECM molecules in the PNS serve as barriers to block and steer axonal growth cones from projecting into inappropriate tissues and keep them headed toward their target tissue, whereas simultaneously, growth-promoting factors serve to positively attract growth cones.1 In this manner, sensorimotor innervation during early PNS development is dependent on transient spatiotemporal distributions of ECM molecules with differential potentials for influencing nerve-growth cone behavior.

Proteoglycans (PGs) represent a class of glycoproteins that carry sulfated polysaccharide side chains and are commonly enriched in nonpermissive peripheral tissues that border the pathways of growing axons during PNS development. PGs are composed of a core protein covalently attached to glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), long unbranched polysaccharide chains of repeating disaccharide units. Each disaccharide unit contains either D-glucuronic acid (GlcA), L-iduronic acid (IdoA), or D-galactose (Gal) paired in each disaccharide with either D-N-acetylgalactosamine (GlcNAc) or D-N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc), with one or both of the sugars in each disaccharide sulfated, and thus highly charged ionically (Fig. 1). The adult human corneal stroma contains (by weight) 65% keratan sulfate (KS) and 30% chondroitin/dermatan sulfate (CS or DS),2 which were each first described as major corneal GAGs by Meyer and colleagues.3,4 Chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs) influence many biological functions, including cell adhesion, cell migration, axonal guidance and pathfinding, and axonal fasciculation/defasciculation behavior.5–7 With respect to axonal growth cone movement, CSPGs in the ECM have been shown to be inhibitory both in vitro8–10 and in vivo.11–21 Interestingly, other studies have reported positive effects of CSPGs on neurite outgrowth.22–30 Differential effects on neuronal growth likely arise from the high degree of polymorphism of PGs and GAGs,5 their sulfation patterns in “hot spots” along GAG chains,31–34 their mode of presentation to neuronal growth cones (i.e., immobilized versus soluble),35 and their reversible binding and release of growth factors, guidance cues, and other ECM molecules of small and large molecular size and...
Moreover, the developmental context of the cell–derived from neural crest–derived neurons

The vast majority of those nerves are Axons then send growth cones toward the edge of the corneal stroma from all along the circumference of the nerve ring and extend exclusively into the anterior layers of the developing corneal stroma, navigating steadily toward the corneal epithelium, the outermost cell layer on the surface of the eye. In this manner, growth cones avoid innervating posterior stromal regions and the corneal endothelium, lining the innermost surface of the cornea. Currently, the mechanism(s) controlling these axon guidance decisions remain unclear. Increased levels of sulfated GAGs have been reported coincident with nerves beginning to invade the corneal stroma. GAGs localized in different anterior-posterior positions in the corneal stroma during innervation may serve to provide specific positive or negative signals to incoming growth cones. In this manner, corneal GAGs may provide selective barriers to neuronal growth cone extension and guidance to ensure that they are guided toward the outermost surface of the cornea, finally penetrating the basement membrane and extensively bifurcating and branching among the epithelial cells.

Despite the robust presence of GAGs in the developing cornea, their potential in guiding corneal nerve growth cones during innervation has not been studied. Moreover, few studies have considered the effects of individual GAG moieties on sensory outgrowth, nor have the effects of GAGs on sensory neurons of the cornea (i.e., neural crest-derived neurons derived from OpV TG) been investigated to date. In the current study we examined differences in the neurite behavior of trigeminal nerve growth cones when challenged with different GAG molecules that are known to be present in the developing corneal stroma. Among the GAGs that were examined herein are KS and DS, the predominant corneal stroma ECM–GAGs, as well as CSA and CSC that are detectable in the limbal mesenchyme and cornea during development. The distribution of each GAG in the cornea was examined by immunohistochemistry at stages concurrent with trigeminal growth cones projecting from the mesenchyme region containing the limbal nerve ring toward the periphery of the corneal stroma (E9), up to a later stage wherein growth cones have progressed to the center of the cornea and anteriorly into the epithelium (E14). We found the distributions for each GAG to be developmentally regulated. CS/DS was localized between corneal cell layers that were mostly avoided by trigeminal axonal growth cones, whereas KS was more broadly localized throughout the cornea in positions both occupied and unoccupied by axonal growth cones. To examine the potential biological relevance of GAGs in cornea innervation, embryonic trigeminal neurons were cultured with purified substratum-bound, or soluble, CSA, DS, CSC, or KS and neurite outgrowth behaviors were analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively. We show that trigeminal neurites displayed a growth response when they encountered GAG molecules bound to substrate, but not when GAGs were presented in a soluble fashion. High concentrations of substrate-bound KS, DS, and CSA/C inhibited neurite growth to varying degrees, with KS showing the weakest inhibitory potential among the GAGs tested. Moreover, neurites traverse-
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**Figure 1.** Schematic chemical structures of the repeating disaccharide unit of GAGs used in this study. (A) KS: [Gal-β-1,4-GlcNAc(6S)]. KS repeating disaccharide unit is composed of alternating residues of galactose (Gal) and N-acetylgalactosamine (GlcNAc) linked β-1,4 and β-1,3, and hexosyl groups at the C-6 positions of Gal and GlcNAc residues may be sulfated. (B) CSC: [UA-β-1,3-GalNAc(6S)]. CSC repeating disaccharide unit is composed of N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) residues alternating in β-1,3-glycosidic linkages with glucuronic acid (UA) residues, and sulfated primarily at the C-6-position of GalNAc residue. (C) CSA: [UA-β-1,3-GalNAc(4S)]. CSA repeating disaccharide unit is composed of N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) residues alternating in β-1,3-glycosidic linkages with iduronic acid (IdoA) residues, and sulfated primarily at the C-4-position of GalNAc residues. (D) DS: [IdoA-β-1,3-GalNAc(4S)]. DS repeating disaccharide unit is composed of N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) residues alternating in β-1,3-glycosidic linkages with iduronic acid (IdoA) residues, and sulfated primarily at the C-4-position of GalNAc residues.
ing over lower, permissive concentrations of immobilized DS and CSA/C displayed increased fasciculation and decreased branching, whereas neurites that traversed similar KS concentrations were mainly nonfasciculated and displayed a high degree of branching. Collectively, these data implicate corneal ECM–GAGs as being involved in corneal innervation and reveal that each type of GAG triggers a unique set of effects on trigeminal neurite growth cone behavior. Understanding the roles of individual GAGs present in the cornea on neuronal behavior should improve our understanding of axon guidance in the cornea during embryonic development and may shed insight into the general failure of injured axonal stumps to regenerate growth cones capable of penetrating the stroma and epithelium following cornea transplantation/penetrating keratoplasty, trauma, or elective surgeries in adult cornicas.

METHODS

Chick Embryo Husbandry

Fertile White Leghorn chicken eggs (Nelson’s Hatchery, Manhattan, KS) were stored at 15°C for up to a week before being transferred to a 38°C humidified poultry incubator on E0 and incubated at 45% humidity for up to 14 days.

Trigeminal Neuron Preparation

Trigeminal ganglia (TG) were dissected from E10 chick embryos into sterile Howard Ringer’s saline solution (7.2 g NaCl, 0.17 g CaCl₂·2H₂O, 0.37 g KCl in 1 L distilled water, pH 7.3) and the proximal region (containing mostly neural crest–derived neurons59) of each ganglion was cut into tissue explants using a tungsten needle (Fine Science Tools, Foster City, CA). Explants were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Gibco, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, antibiotics (100 units penicillin, 0.1 mg/mL streptomycin; Sigma, St. Louis, MO), and 25 ng/mL nerve growth factor (NGF; Sigma) to support neurogenesis specifically of the neural crest–derived cells of the trigeminal explants,69,70 rather than those of the mesodermal-placode-derived neuroblasts that also reside in TG explants. Trigeminal explants were positioned on prepared tissue chamber slides and incubated at 37°C in a humidified, CO₂ incubator for 72 hours. After incubation, neuronal explants were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and neuronal growth was visualized by immunostaining.

Substrate Preparation

Tissue culture chamber slides (one- or two-chambered, Lab-Tek; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) were coated with poly-l-lysine (PDL; 70,000–150,000 KD, 100 μg/mL in borate buffer, pH 8.4; Sigma) overnight at 4°C, washed three times with water, and stored dry at 4°C for up to 2 weeks prior to use. To perform neurite guidance spot assays in which neuronal growth cones extending from trigeminal explants encounter immobilized GAG on an otherwise homogeneous growth-supporting substrate, GAGs were immobilized to the PDL-coated slides by depositing 4 μL drops of five different types of GAGs at varying molar concentrations (0.1–5.0 μM in sterile water). GAGs were allowed to adsorb to the slide surface in a humidified chamber at 37°C for 2 days, then the chamber slides were washed three times with sterile water to remove any unbound GAG chains. Deposited GAGs included CSA (C-8529, from bovine trachea; Sigma), DS (previously known as chondroitin sulfate B; C-3788, from porcine intestinal mucosa; Sigma), CSC (C-4384, from shark cartilage; Sigma), KS (from bovine cornea; Seikagaku Corp., Tokyo, Japan), or heparin (H-3393, from porcine intestinal mucosa; Sigma). Water spots served as a control. The exact concentrations were mainly nonfasciculated and displayed a high degree of branching. Collectively, these data implicate corneal ECM–GAGs as being involved in corneal innervation and reveal that each type of GAG triggers a unique set of effects on trigeminal neurite growth cone behavior. Understanding the roles of individual GAGs present in the cornea on neuronal behavior should improve our understanding of axon guidance in the cornea during embryonic development and may shed insight into the general failure of injured axonal stumps to regenerate growth cones capable of penetrating the stroma and epithelium following cornea transplantation/penetrating keratoplasty, trauma, or elective surgeries in adult cornicas.

Trigeminal Neuron Preparation

Trigeminal ganglia (TG) were dissected from E10 chick embryos into sterile Howard Ringer’s saline solution (7.2 g NaCl, 0.17 g CaCl₂·2H₂O, 0.37 g KCl in 1 L distilled water, pH 7.3) and the proximal region (containing mostly neural crest–derived neurons59) of each ganglion was cut into tissue explants using a tungsten needle (Fine Science Tools, Foster City, CA). Explants were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Gibco, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, antibiotics (100 units penicillin, 0.1 mg/mL streptomycin; Sigma, St. Louis, MO), and 25 ng/mL nerve growth factor (NGF; Sigma) to support neurogenesis specifically of the neural crest–derived cells of the trigeminal explants,69,70 rather than those of the mesodermal-placode-derived neuroblasts that also reside in TG explants. Trigeminal explants were positioned on prepared tissue chamber slides and incubated at 37°C in a humidified, CO₂ incubator for 72 hours. After incubation, neuronal explants were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and neuronal growth was visualized by immunostaining.
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Tissue culture chamber slides (one- or two-chambered, Lab-Tek; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) were coated with poly-l-lysine (PDL; 70,000–150,000 KD, 100 μg/mL in borate buffer, pH 8.4; Sigma) overnight at 4°C, washed three times with water, and stored dry at 4°C for up to 2 weeks prior to use. To perform neurite guidance spot assays in which neuronal growth cones extending from trigeminal explants encounter immobilized GAG on an otherwise homogeneous growth-supporting substrate, GAGs were immobilized to the PDL-coated slides by depositing 4 μL drops of five different types of GAGs at varying molar concentrations (0.1–5.0 μM in sterile water). GAGs were allowed to adsorb to the slide surface in a humidified chamber at 37°C for 2 days, then the chamber slides were washed three times with sterile water to remove any unbound GAG chains. Deposited GAGs included CSA (C-8529, from bovine trachea; Sigma), DS (previously known as chondroitin sulfate B; C-3788, from porcine intestinal mucosa; Sigma), CSC (C-4384, from shark cartilage; Sigma), KS (from bovine cornea; Seikagaku Corp., Tokyo, Japan), or heparin (H-3393, from porcine intestinal mucosa; Sigma). Water spots served as a control. The exact concentrations were mainly nonfasciculated and displayed a high degree of branching. Collectively, these data implicate corneal ECM–GAGs as being involved in corneal innervation and reveal that each type of GAG triggers a unique set of effects on trigeminal neurite growth cone behavior. Understanding the roles of individual GAGs present in the cornea on neuronal behavior should improve our understanding of axon guidance in the cornea during embryonic development and may shed insight into the general failure of injured axonal stumps to regenerate growth cones capable of penetrating the stroma and epithelium following cornea transplantation/penetrating keratoplasty, trauma, or elective surgeries in adult cornicas.
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To visualize locations of sulfated GAGs in corneas and surrounding tissue, fixed eyefronts were dehydrated through an increasing ethanol series to 100% (v/v), rinsed twice in xylene, and embedded in paraffin. Paraffin sections of 8 μm were mounted on specially treated slides (Fisherbrand Superfrost Plus slides; Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA), washed in 37°C PBS for 10 minutes, and mounted in an aqueous low viscosity mounting medium (EMS Shield Mount; Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA) under a coverslip.

To visualize locations of sulfated GAGs in corneas and surrounding tissue, fixed eyefronts were dehydrated through an increasing ethanol series to 100% (v/v), rinsed twice in xylene, and embedded in paraffin. Paraffin sections of 8 μm were mounted on specially treated slides (Fisherbrand Superfrost Plus slips), dried overnight at 40°C, and stored prior to use in a dessicated box at −20°C. Sections were dewaxed with xylene and rehydrated in decreasing ethanol series on the day of immunostaining. Rehydrated sections were washed three times in PBS-T and blocked for 30 minutes in 5% goat serum, 1% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-100, then incubated at 4°C overnight in one of the following primary monoclonal antibodies (mAb): mAb CS56 (Sigma) to CSA/C (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA) to KS63,81 (used diluted 1:9 in 1% BST in PBS-T), mAb 7D4 to KS63,81 (used diluted 1:25 in 1% BSA in PBS-T), mAb 122 to CSA/C (used diluted 1:200 in 1% BSA in PBS-T). Following three washes in PBS-T, tissue was incubated in AlexaFluor 488–conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG2a, goat anti-rabbit IgG antibody, goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (Molecular Probes), or goat anti-mouse IgG Fab fragments conjugated to FITC (Sigma) used at a 1:200 dilution in antibody block solution. Following antibody staining on cornea sections, nuclei were visualized with a 30-minute incubation in DAPI (Lonza, Allendale, NJ) diluted 1:100 in PBS, washed thrice in PBS, and covered with an aqueous low viscosity mounting medium (EMS Shield Mount) and a coverslip.

Image Acquisition

Following neuronal culture and staining, images were captured using an epifluorescence stereomicroscope (Leica MZ16F; Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany), equipped with a digital camera (Leica DFC 320; Leica Microsystems GmbH). The same microscope and camera also were used for capturing epifluorescence images of whole-mounts and of some sections. Additionally, a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 700; Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) was used to acquire high-magnification Z-stack images of stained cornea sections. Confocal projections were generated using commercial software (Zeiss Zen 2010; Carl Zeiss AG).

Quantification of Neurite Inhibition, Fasciculation, and Outgrowth

To quantify the preferences of neurite processes and their fasciculation behavior as they encountered the GAG substrate in neurite guidance spot assays, trigeminal neuronal explants cultured for 2 days were fixed, stained, and imaged at a magnification (×5, Leica MZ16F; Leica Microsystems GmbH) so that the GAG spot border ran vertically in the center of the image and 1-mm areas of neurite growth were visible on both sides of the spot border. Only neurites from explants that had adhered to GAG-free substrate prior to their processes encountering GAG-bound substrate were scored. The FITC channel was saved as red-green-blue tiff images. The left-hand side of the image represented the control condition, whereas the right-hand side was the test condition. Images were analyzed with a macro designed specifically for this investigation (ImageJ software version 1.45s; developed by Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/download.html). The ImageJ macro used and details of its usage are included in a Supplementary File and Supplementary Figure S1 (see Supplementary Material and Supplementary Fig. S1, http://www.iovs.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1167/iovs.12-10832/-/DS1). For example, if the control condition is 75% covered with neurites and the test condition is 10% covered with neurites, the measure is: \(\frac{100 \times 75 - 100 \times 10}{100 \times 100} = 13.3\%\) of control.

To score fasciculation and branching behavior of neurite processes extending on intermediate (permissive) concentrations of immobilized GAG substrates, previously described methods for image capture and data analysis were used. Initially, high-magnification images (×10, Leica MZ16F; Leica Microsystems GmbH) were oriented so that the GAG spot border ran vertically near the left-hand side of the image, allowing the subpopulation of neurites extending onto the GAG spot to be clearly visualized in the image field. Only neurite processes extending 300 μm or more onto the GAG or control substrata were scored, or neurites that had branched from these processes that were at least 300 μm in length. Using Fiji/ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health), the width of each neurite (or neurite fascicle bundle) was measured and the numbers of branch points/defasciculation points along each measured neurite were counted. To quantify neurite outgrowth, previously described methods were applied. Briefly, trigeminal explants cultured for 2 days were fixed, stained, and imaged so that the explant was situated in the center of the image and all processes were visible. Images were analyzed using the simple neurite tracer plug-in for Fiji/ImageJ (National Institutes of Health). Neurite length was traced from the edge of the explant, along the neurite to its growth cone. Neurite length was measured only from trigeminal explants whose growth resembled a halo, with projections in all directions, and whose growth in each direction along the halo was relatively uniform. For each trigeminal explant, 8 to 10 of the longest neurites were identified and measured to derive a mean length of the longest neurites and used to compare neurite lengths between media alone and media containing the various GAGs in solution examined in this study.

Results

Distribution of GAGs in the Embryonic Chick Cornea during Early Stages of Cornea Innervation

Trigeminal nerve axon fascicles extending from the OpV of the TG reach the ventrotemporal pericorneal mesenchyme by E5. At this time, trigeminal axons are inhibited from entering the cornea by lens- and corneal-derived repellants Slit and Semaphorin3A. Consequently, the main axonal nerve trunks remain deep in the limbal mesenchyme for several days. During this period, trigeminal nerves are not halted by...
the lens and corneal nerve guidance repellant, but instead they extend dorsally and ventrally around the cornea periphery into two approximately equal-sized bundles of nerve fibers to form a complete pericorneal nerve ring by E9 (Fig. 2A). To provide observations of cornea innervation at embryonic ages of E9 and older, nerves were visualized in dissected eyefronts by staining with the antineuronal-β-tubulin–specific antibody (TuJ1). Beginning at E9, nerve fibers extended in a tight bundle/fascicle from the nerve ring and advanced through the limbal mesenchyme, in a straight path without branching (arrows), and projected into the corneal stroma (Figs. 2A, 2B; curved dotted line in Fig. 2B denotes the periphery of the cornea, with the cornea positioned at the top of the image and limbs at the bottom of the image). Transverse sections through the E9 eyefront revealed that nerve bundles in the pericorneal nerve ring were positioned all around the cornea, deep in the posterior limbal mesenchyme (Fig. 2C). Furthermore, nerves extending from the nerve ring projected directly and exclusively to the corneal stroma, avoiding the anterior limbal mesenchyme and limbal epithelium (Fig. 2C). By E10, nerve trunks that had projected into the stroma displayed complex branching/bifurcation patterns (open arrowheads), whereas trunk regions of the same nerves lying in the pericorneal limbal mesenchyme appeared thickened and remained unbranched (arrows) (Figs. 2D, 2E). This interior to Bowman’s layer/behind the epithelium behavior of axonal advancement was correlated with where the nerve is localized in the eyefront (limbus versus corneal stroma). Within the stroma, branch points were evident along the trunk, as well as near the advancing growth cones as they progressed toward the epithelium and the center of the cornea (Fig. 2F). Moreover, cornea sections at this stage revealed that corneal nerve fibers and their branches lay exclusively in the anterior stroma, avoiding posterior corneal stroma and endothelium (Fig. 2F), consistent with previous reports by our group and others. By E11, corneal nerves had progressed deeper into the cornea and had undergone extensive branching/bifurcation (open arrowheads), resulting in an increase in overall density of the nerve network in the cornea (Figs. 2G, 2H). At this stage, nerve fibers began to penetrate Bowman’s layer and the epithelial basement membrane, and nerve growth cones intermingled with the epithelial cells (Fig. 2I). By E12, nerves continued to advance toward the center of the cornea (Figs. 2J, 2K), with the nerve trunks persisting in anterior stroma and the termini of most nerves that had branched from the main trunk residing anterior to Bowman’s layer behind the epithelium (Fig. 2L; asterisks denote nerve advancement to the epithelium). By E14, nerve fibers that had extended from all along the circumference of the nerve ring had advanced to the corneal center and their termini covered the entire corneal surface (Figs. 2M, 2N). The dense nerve network continued to reside exclusively in the anterior stoma and epithelial layers of the corneal center, leaving the posterior corneal layers free of peripheral nerve trunks and termini (Fig. 2O), observations that were confirmed at later stages (E16, data not shown). In full, observations of cornea innervation between E9 and E14 raised the following questions: (1) What factor(s) regulate the path taken by nerves as they exit the pericorneal nerve ring and traverse exclusively through the limbal mesenchyme and into the anterior stroma en route to the outer epithelial surface of the cornea, leaving the limbal epithelium and posterior corneal stroma and corneal endothelium free of nerves? and (2) What factor(s) determine the different nerve behaviors (i.e., branching/bifurcation) in growing nerves when they are advancing through the limbus tissues (unbranched/fasciculated) versus when they are growing through the corneal stroma and epithelium (high degree of branching/highly nonfasciculated)?

Nerve guidance behaviors throughout the developing embryo have been shown to be regulated by ECM molecules in multiple reports. We therefore sought to examine distributions of ECM–GAG molecules in eyefronts during specific stages during cornea innervation. To do so, the localization patterns of CS/SA/C, DS, and KS were examined by immunocytochemistry in eyefronts following staining with mAb CS56 to CSA/CSC, mAb 7D4 to native CS/DS, and mAbs I22 and 5D4 to KS (see Table 1 for further information on antibodies used in this study). Confocal stack projections of TuJ1 staining in chick eyefronts were also prepared and are provided in Figure 3 to show the progression of nerve growth cones during eye development (Figs. 3A, 3F, 3K, 3P, 3U) alongside the localization patterns for each GAG. At E9, staining with CS-56 (CSA/C) and 7D4 (CS/DS) were present throughout the anterior limbal mesenchyme, but were noticeably absent in the posterior limbal mesenchyme where the nerve ring and nerve fibers were located (Figs. 3A–C). Additionally, staining patterns for 7D4 (CS/DS) were detectable within the corneal stroma; however, staining was absent from the anterior corneal stromal layers that are the direct paths of incoming nerve fibers (Fig. 3C, showing staining in corneal edge; see Supplemental Material and Supplementary Fig. S2, http://www.iovs.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1167/iovs.12-10832/-/DCSupplemental, showing staining in the central cornea). It is likely that 7D4 cornea staining in the E9 cornea represents DS epitopes, because CS-56 (CSA/C, but not DS) was absent from the cornea at this stage (Fig. 3B, corneal edge; see Supplementary Material and Supplementary Fig. S2, http://www.iovs.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1167/iovs.12-10832/-/DCSupplemental, central cornea). Antibody staining with I22 and 5D4 (both KS) at E9 could not be detected in limbal tissue, yet both KS antibodies stained tissue prominently throughout the corneal stroma, directly in the path of corneal nerves (Figs. 3D, 3E, central cornea; see Supplementary Material and Supplementary Fig. S2, http://www.iovs.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1167/iovs.12-10832/-/DCSupplemental, central cornea). By E10, nerves had traversed through the limbus and their advancing growth cones were now in the anterior stroma (Fig. 3F). Consistent with observations reported above, nerves began to display branching/bifurcation patterns along areas of their trunks located within the corneal stroma (Fig. 3F, open arrowhead). In comparison, CS-56 staining (CSA/C) at E10 was expanded in eyefronts compared with a day earlier, becoming localized throughout the entire limbus and also detectable in the posterior stromal layers of the cornea (Fig. 3G, corneal edge; see Supplementary Material and Supplementary Fig. S2, http://www.iovs.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1167/iovs.12-10832/-/DCSupplemental, central cornea). At this stage, the staining pattern for CS-56 (CSA/C) in the cornea was localized to similar regions as 7D4 staining (CS/DS) and both staining patterns were noticeably absent in the posterior stroma, where nerves were detected (Figs. 3G, 3H). In contrast, staining patterns with I22 and 5D4 (both KS) remained absent in the limbus yet were detectable within all corneal layers at E10 (Figs. 3I, 3J, 3K, 3L, 3M, central cornea; see Supplementary Material and Supplementary Fig. S2, http://www.iovs.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1167/iovs.12-10832/-/DCSupplemental, central cornea). At E11, nerves continued to progress through the anterior stroma, toward the epithelial layer (Fig. 3K), whereas the staining patterns for CS-56 (CSA/C) and 7D4 (CS/DS) remained localized to limbal tissues (data not shown) and to corneal stroma layers that were directly posterior to nerves (Figs. 3L, 3M). Meanwhile, I22 and 5D4 staining (both KS) persisted throughout all stromal layers, regardless of the absence or the presence of nerves (Figs. 3N, 3O). At E12 to E14, time points when advancing nerve growth cones have progressed into the corneal epithelium (Figs. 3P, 3Q), CS-56 (CSA/C), and 7D4 (CS/DS)
staining appeared to expand into more posterior corneal layers, but staining for each antibody remained absent in the anterior stroma (Figs. 3Q, 3R, 3V, 3W). Moreover, at these stages, CS-56 (CSA/C) and 7D4 (CS/DS) staining was much more robust in the limbus, compared with the corneal tissues, indicating a rise in the levels of CS and DS epitopes in the limbus between E9 and E14 (Figs. 4B, 4C). At concurrent stages, I22 and 5D4 staining (both for KS) continued to persist throughout all corneal stromal layers (Figs. 3S, 3T, 3X, 3Y), and was absent in the limbus (Figs. 4D, 4E).

Figure 2. Cornea innervation by trigeminal sensory nerves during development. (A–C) Nerves visualized in cornea whole-mounts (A, B) or sections (C) at E9 following staining with antineuronal [β-tubulin-specific Tuj1 antibody, detected with AlexaFluor 488 (green), could be seen having grown around the cornea in the limbus, forming a pericorneal nerve ring. At this stage, individual nerves or nerve bundles/fascicles exited the nerve ring and advanced in a straight path, without branching (arrows in [B] show individual nerves), to the cornea. Dotted, curved line denotes corneal periphery. (D–I) At E10 to E11, nerves that had penetrated the cornea began to branch/bifurcate ([E, F, H, I] open arrowbeads show branch points) along their trunks and advancing terminii, whereas nerve trunks within the limbus remained unbranched ([E, H] solid arrows). Nerves in the cornea advanced exclusively within the anterior stroma, avoiding the posterior stroma and endothelium (F, I). (J–O) Between E12 and E14, nerves continued to advance to the cornea’s center (J), eventually reaching it by E14 (M). Increased branching along the corneal-lying nerve trunks increased the overall density of the neural network in the cornea (K, N). By E12, nerve growth cones had advanced anteriorly to penetrate among the epithelial cells (asterisks, [L, O]). Despite the extensive innervation of the chick eyefront during these stages, nerve staining never became visible in the limbal epithelium, the anterior limbal mesenchyme, or the posterior cornea layers. Scale bar, 0.5 mm. en, corneal endothelium; ep, corneal epithelium; co, cornea; nr, nerve ring; le, limbal epithelium; lm, limbal mesenchyme; st, corneal stroma.
In full, evidence obtained from investigating CS-56 (CSA/C) and 7D4 (CS/DS) staining during E9 to E14 revealed that the epitopes for CSA/C and DS were localized in similar regions of pericorneal and corneal tissues and could be found consistently in eyefront tissues which developing nerves avoided, suggesting that nerves projecting from the pericorneal nerve ring through the limbus and into the cornea are restricted from growing into eyefront areas containing high amounts of CS and DS molecules. In contrast, during E9 to E14 the KS epitopes in the eyefronts were found exclusively in the corneal stroma, in all layers, including corneal layers that developing nerves traverse. The KS localization patterns during stages of cornea innervation do not suggest that its presence restricts nerve projections; however, nerve branching occurred exclusively in eyefront tissues where KS was localized, indicating that KS may regulate nerve behavior, specifically in triggering branching/defasciculation. Collectively, the corneal ECM staining patterns reported here raised the intriguing hypothesis that ECM–GAGs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mAb Name</th>
<th>Antigen</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuj1</td>
<td>Neuron-specific class III β-tubulin</td>
<td>75 to 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5D4</td>
<td>Highly sulfated KS sulfate domains</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I22</td>
<td>Cornea and cartilage KS sulfate domains</td>
<td>63, 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7D4</td>
<td>CS/DS sulfate domains (CSA/C, DS)</td>
<td>82 to 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS-56</td>
<td>CS sulfate domains (CSA/C)</td>
<td>79, 80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1. Monoclonal Antibodies Used in This Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mAb Name</th>
<th>Antigen</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuj1</td>
<td>Neuron-specific class III β-tubulin</td>
<td>75 to 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5D4</td>
<td>Highly sulfated KS sulfate domains</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I22</td>
<td>Cornea and cartilage KS sulfate domains</td>
<td>63, 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7D4</td>
<td>CS/DS sulfate domains (CSA/C, DS)</td>
<td>82 to 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS-56</td>
<td>CS sulfate domains (CSA/C)</td>
<td>79, 80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.** GAG distributions in corneal and pericorneal tissues during innervation. Position of corneal nerves compared to distribution of sulfated GAGs in developing eyefronts within confocal stack projections following staining with monoclonal antibodies neuronal-specific Tuj1 (A, F, K, P, U), CS-56 for CSA/C (B, G, L, Q, V), 7D4 for CS/DS (C, H, M, R, W), I22 for KS (D, I, N, S, X), and 5D4 also for KS (E, J, O, T, Y), detected with AlexaFluor 488- or FITC-labeled secondary antibodies (green) at E9 ([A–E]; images show staining in pericorneal tissue and corneal edge), E10 ([F–J]; images show staining in corneal edge), E11 ([K–O]; images show staining in mid-central cornea), E12 ([P–T]; images show staining in central cornea), and E14 ([U–Y]; images show staining in central cornea) days of incubation. Cell nuclei are stained blue with DAPI. Open arrowheads in (F, K) delineate branching from main nerve trunk. Asterisks in (P, U) denote positive nerve staining in the epithelial layer of the cornea. Scale bars, 0.2 mm. co, cornea; nr, nerve ring; le, limbal epithelium; lm, limbal mesenchyme.
may influence sensory innervation of the cornea, which provided the rationale for the following in vitro functional studies that were chosen for this investigation.

**CS, DS, and KS GAGs Are Potent Inhibitors of Trigeminal Neurite Outgrowth In Vitro**

To examine the possibility that GAGs present in the embryonic limbus and cornea may guide and direct trigeminal growth cones during pathfinding from the pericorneal nerve ring to the corneal epithelium, we used an in vitro axonal spot guidance assay designed to present immobilized GAGs in combination with both PDL and laminin to growth cones as they extend from trigeminal explants. To achieve this, 4 μL of purified CSA, CSC, DS, or KS in water was spotted on PDL-coated glass surfaces and left to bind to PDL over the course of 2 days in a humidified, 37°C tissue culture incubator. Next, unbound GAGs were removed by water washes and then the entire culture surface was coated with laminin to promote neuronal attachment, leaving a small, circular GAG spot on neuronal growth cones to ignore, avoid upon initial contact, or spread upon avidly (see Supplementary Material and Supplementary Fig. S3, http://www.iovs.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1167/iovs.12-10832/-/DCSupplemental) among a uniform PDL/laminin substrate. To present GAGs only to growth cones, not to the cell bodies, as the nerves would encounter these varying substrates in the embryo normally in vivo, explants derived from the proximal half of the OpV of E10 TG were seeded on the PDL/LN (GAG-free) surface adjacent to the GAG spot boundary, thus allowing the outgrowing growth cones one sector in which to encounter the GAG spot and then to reveal their decisions about whether to migrate upon it or avoid it (Fig. 5A). At high concentrations of CSA and CSC or DS, most neurite growth cones were deflected at the border of the spot and did not cross over the GAG surface (Figs. 5D, 5F, 5H; GAG spot is denoted in images by white, dotted circular line). In comparison, neither a control spot of water nor a spot made of an equal molar concentration of heparin (Hep), the most sulfated GAG in nature, inhibited neurite advancement at the spot interface, given that neurites extended freely onto these substrates (Figs. 5B, 5C). These findings indicated that neither steric hindrance nor negatively charged substrata could be considered a significant factor in governing the growth cone choice between extending onto GAG-free substrate or onto substrate-containing GAG in our assay. The inhibitory activity of CSA/C and DS spots on neurites was reduced, but not completely removed, when the chondroitin and dermatan sulfate chains were digested by treatment with chondroitinase ABC (chABC) (Figs. 5E, 5G, 5I). Loss of GAG chains on the culture surface following chABC treatment was confirmed by a loss in fluorescent intensity following antibody staining (see Supplementary Material and Supplementary Fig. S3, http://www.iovs.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1167/iovs.12-10832/-/DCSupplemental). This indicated that the inhibitory effect of CSA/C and DS on the migratory behavior of neurite growth cones in this assay is due to the GAG chain domains and not due to short peptides of core proteoglycans still attached to the reducing end of GAG chains.

In comparison with CSA/C and DS molecules, immobilized KS was not as effective at inhibiting trigeminal neurite growth cone migration when spotted at an equal molar concentration (Fig. 5J). Although many neurite growth cones were inhibited at the KS spot boundary, not all were repelled and some extended freely onto the KS-bound substrate (Fig. 5J, arrows). Digestion of the KS moieties by keratanase (KSase) II allowed a much higher percentage of neurites to traverse the KS spot (Fig. 5K), indicating that sulfated KS chains were the source of the mild inhibitory effect on trigeminal neuronal growth cones.

Since CS and DS GAGs displayed equal potency of inhibition on trigeminal neurites at high levels, we performed dose-response assays to determine their differing potentials to inhibit axonal crossing at lower concentrations. To clearly visualize neurite growth at the border between the GAG spot and GAG-free substrate, high-magnification images were captured to include nerve growth on both GAG-free and GAG-containing substrates, with the boundary between the different substrates lying at the image center (indicated by vertical dotted lines in Fig. 6). Qualitatively, it was apparent that decreasing the concentrations of CSA/C, DS, or KS used in the assay allowed significantly increased numbers of neurite growth cones to migrate over the respective immobilized GAG spots (Figs. 6A–I). A decreasing concentration of CS–GAG immobilized to the PDL substrate was visualized by decreasing fluorescent intensity upon CS6 immunostaining (see Supplementary Materials and Supplementary Fig. S3, http://www.iovs.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1167/iovs.12-10832/-/DCSupplemental).

To quantify the difference in neurite behavior upon encountering varying concentrations of immobilized GAGs, we designed a macro-based software program to be used in this assay, which compared the neuritic density on each side of the boundary between GAG-free and GAG-containing substrates, allowing us to measure changes in neuronal outgrowth as neurites encounter differences in substrate (details of the macro are described in the Methods section and Supplementary Fig. S1; the macro is included as a Supplementary File; see Supplementary Material and Supplementary Fig. S1, http://www.iovs.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1167/iovs.12-10832/-/DCSupplemental). To do this, neurite density was recorded on each side of the boundary using NIH-ImageJ software. For each image, neurite density levels on the GAG-free side of the boundary were normalized to a value of 100% neurite density and a corresponding percentage for neurite density, relative to...
the GAG-free side, was recorded for the GAG-substrate side. For instance, percentage values equal to 100% of neurite density on the GAG substrate at the border compared with control substrate indicated equal neurite density between GAG-free and GAG-containing substrate, meaning no inhibition on neurite outgrowth was attributable to the GAG substrate for that condition. Likewise, a percentage value of 50% would indicate that the GAG substrate could impede half (or 50%) of the neurites from extending from the GAG-free substrate and crossing over the boundary and onto the GAG substrate side. Consistent with our qualitative observations that showed that high concentrations of Hep did not impede neurite outgrowth, 5 \( \mu \)M Hep substrates yielded a neurite density of approximately 75% relative to the GAG-free side. Spotting high concentrations of DS and CSC, ranging from 2.5 to 5.0 \( \mu \)M, yielded neurite densities at, or below 1% relative to the GAG-free side, whereas similar concentrations of CSA were not as inhibitory, yielding neurite densities between 3% and 10%. In contrast, KS spots at similar concentrations yielded neurite densities that were low compared with that of controls, but which were significantly higher than that of other GAGs, ranging from 20% to 30%, indicating that DS and CSC were nearly 30-fold more inhibitory to trigeminal neurite growth cone outgrowth than KS. Lowering the concentrations for each GAG further reduced their effect on inhibiting neurite outgrowth in a dose-dependent fashion, indicating that trigeminal neurite growth cones can detect and respond to varying GAG concentrations. Of the four purified GAGs tested in this assay, CSC proved to be the most potent inhibitor to trigeminal neurite outgrowth. This was evident when GAGs were spotted at intermediate levels (0.5–1.0 \( \mu \)M). For instance, when comparing the neurite densities on each GAG substrate spotted at 0.5 \( \mu \)M, CSC yielded a neurite density of approximately 15%, compared with neurite densities of approximately 40% and 50% for similar concentrations of DS and CSA, respectively, whereas the neurite density for 0.5 \( \mu \)M KS exceeded 60%. Finally, low quantities of GAG...
FIGURE 6. Neurite outgrowth in response to varying concentrations of GAG substrates. (A–I) High-magnification images show the areas surrounding the spot border. The strategy for generating culture substrates for trigeminal neurons that contain PDL/laminin and GAG or control spots was described in Figure 5A. A vertical line below the image indicates the location of the boundary between the PDL/laminin only substrate (control, left) and the test substrate (GAG or control spot, right). Test substrates and the molar concentration at which they were prepared are also provided below each image. Neurites encountering a GAG substrate of CSA (B, C), DS (D, E), CSC (F, G), or KS (H, I) are inhibited to different degrees, dependent on the type of GAG and concentration (1 μM vs. 2.5 μM), whereas neurites are not inhibited upon encountering a water control or heparin substrate (A). (J) Percentages of neurite density visible on test substrates for each GAG type and at various concentrations (right side of the vertical line) following 3 days of growth as compared with the neurite density visible on the control substrate (left side of the vertical line). Refer to the Methods section for further details about how the neurite density values were determined. Error bars represent SD. Scale bar, 0.5 mm.
The data from the in vitro spot analyses discussed above clearly indicate that individual types of GAGs are differentially inhibitory to trigeminal neurite growth cone outgrowth. However, since these analyses were performed using a static approach where qualitative and quantitative observations were gathered at a representative endpoint of neurite outgrowth behavior 3 days after seeding explants onto the prepared substrates, we had not specifically addressed how GAGs influenced trigeminal neurite behavior. For this reason, we next chose to examine growth cone morphology and behavior of the neurite tip/growth cone, in a time-lapse microscopy study, as it contacted high concentrations of CS/KS (data not shown) and DS (shown in Fig. 7). We collected images of growth cone morphology, every 12 hours, beginning just prior to the time when the growth cones were to contact the DS-rich substrate region. Growth cones contacting DS often stopped or stalled upon contact with the GAG, with the growth cone remaining on the GAG-free side of the border instead of migrating over the immobilized GAG substrate, or retracting (Fig. 7E). Prior to growth cones contacting DS, neurites from the same explants advanced directly toward the spot without pausing, indicating that the stop/stall growth cone phenotype was due to the presence of DS. Once stalled on the GAG-free substrate, near the DS spot, growth cones appeared spread out and extended filopodia outward to sample the varying substrate (Fig. 7E; arrows). In contrast, growth cones extending on GAG-free surface or on a control water spot advanced without pausing and never displayed growth cone stalling and spreading (Figs. 7A–C). Stalled growth cones eventually began to turn at the border of the DS spot and extend their neurites along the edge of the border, invariably on the GAG-free side (Figs. 7E, 7F, arrowheads). Neurites advancing along the GAG substrate border grew without pausing and displayed growth cones that were reminiscent of those extending on GAG-free surface toward the spot (arrowheads, Figs. 7D', 7E', 7F'). Like DS, growth cone morphology was more similar to that on control substrates when encountering GAG spots derived of CS and KS at high concentrations (data not shown).

These time-lapse images indicated that the migratory path of trigeminal neurite growth cones could be redirected by GAGs, inducing them to stall while filopodia from those growth cones determined a more preferred substrate, to which they then would turn and proceed to advance upon. These data, when combined with prior data revealing the presence of GAGs in the developing eye, suggest that GAGs deposited in defined regions of the eye may alter and direct nerve pathfinding.

### CS, DS, and KS Presented in Soluble Form Did Not Influence Trigeminal Neurite Outgrowth

Reported differences between the effects on neurite outgrowth by immobilized and soluble PGs and GAGs led us to examine the inhibitory potential of each GAG in soluble form to neurite outgrowth. To allow direct comparison with responses to the immobilized forms above,40 reported differences between the effects on neurite outgrowth by immobilized and soluble PGs and GAGs led us to examine the inhibitory potential of each GAG in soluble form to neurite outgrowth. To allow direct comparison with responses to the immobilized forms above,40 such differences may be attributed to a difference in PG or GAG conformation, in turn altering their ability to interact with neurite growth cone receptors and may shed insight into the mechanism by which GAGs regulate neurite growth cone behavior in vivo, since growth cones may encounter PGs or GAGs in varying forms in vivo, such as bound to a cell surface or to ECM (immobilized) or as soluble molecules diffusing through the ECM.

To assess the role of soluble GAGs on trigeminal neurons, the neurite outgrowth pattern was analyzed by determining the average length of the 8 to 10 longest neurites per trigeminal explant when GAGs were presented in soluble form. In these experiments using immobilized GAG substrate, we found that the presence of soluble GAGs did not change the morphology or the diameter of the neuritic halo following 2 days of culture on PDL/laminin substrate, even at high concentrations (Fig. 8A). These findings are in accord with those of Snow et al.,59 who reported that soluble CSPGs caused no detrimental effect on outgrowth of embryonic sensory neurons (derived from dorsal root ganglia [DRG]) when neurons were grown on laminin substrate. The same report also found that the DRG growth cones could be affected by soluble CSPGs if the neurons grew on a fibronectin substrate, indicating that neurons may behave differently in the presence of soluble GAGs or proteoglycans when grown on different substrata.58 For this reason, we grew trigeminal explants within a three-culture system comprising soluble GAGs and collagen I. Collagens are the most abundant proteins in the corneal stroma and surrounding mesenchymal ECM, with collagen I

### Effects of Individual, Immobilized GAG Molecules on Trigeminal Neurite Outgrowth in an In Vitro Spot Assay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control (No GAG)</th>
<th>5 µM GAG Only</th>
<th>5 µM GAG + Buffer</th>
<th>5 µM GAG + Enzyme</th>
<th>2.5 µM GAG</th>
<th>1 µM GAG</th>
<th>0.5 µM GAG</th>
<th>0.1 µM GAG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS(A)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.4 ± 3**</td>
<td>3.9 ± 2***</td>
<td>67.0 ± 19</td>
<td>10.9 ± 9***‡</td>
<td>18.1 ± 19‡</td>
<td>51.5 ± 25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.6**</td>
<td>3.0 ± 2***</td>
<td>55.4 ± 25</td>
<td>1.2 ± 1**</td>
<td>43.8 ± 19‡</td>
<td>41.5 ± 16**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS(C)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.5 ± 1***</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.6**</td>
<td>45.9 ± 25*</td>
<td>1.4 ± 1**</td>
<td>12.6 ± 6.6***‡</td>
<td>12.6 ± 7.7***§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>20.0 ± 8***‡</td>
<td>13.5 ± 7***‡</td>
<td>52.1 ± 17*</td>
<td>29.0 ± 12***‡</td>
<td>50.0 ± 26***‡</td>
<td>62.0 ± 30***‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hep</td>
<td>82.9 ± 20</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>73.4 ± 17</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each numerical value is expressed as mean ± SD and represents the percentage of neurite density visible on test substrata for each GAG at the given concentration when compared with control substrata. These results are also summarized in graphical format in Figure 6J. Pooled data were obtained by analyzing neurite behavior from E10 trigeminal explants cultured adjacent to a minimum of three separate GAG spots per group.

* Significance between neurite density growth on no GAG control (water) and GAG tested is indicated by: significant, * P < 0.05; very significant, †† P < 0.01; extremely significant, ‡‡ ‡ P < 0.001.

† Indicates a significant increase (P < 0.05) in neurite density growth on tested GAG compared with all other GAGs tested (excluding heparin, which was used as control) at identical molarity.

‡ Indicates a significant increase (P < 0.05) in neurite density growth on tested GAG compared with some, but not all, GAGs tested at identical molarity.

‡ Indicates a significant decrease (P > 0.05) in neurite density growth on tested GAG compared with all other GAGs tested (excluding heparin, which was used as control) at identical molarity.
being the predominant type, making this substrate a more in vivo–like setting for examining trigeminal outgrowth in our studies. Similar to growth on laminin, no differences in neuritic outgrowth following 2 days in culture within collagen matrices were observed between explants grown in the presence of GAGs or in control (GAG-free) conditions (Fig. 8B). These findings indicate that the inhibitory nature of purified, immobilized GAGs on the migration of trigeminal neurite growth cones is not detected when GAGs are presented to neurons in a soluble form.

**Effect of CSA/C, DS, and KS on Trigeminal Neurite Fasciculation and Branching**

In the present study we showed that varying the concentrations of immobilized GAGs resulted in different degrees of
neurite elongation on the surface of the GAG-bound substrate (see Fig. 5). Notably, intermediate concentrations (0.5–1.0 μM) of a given GAG spotted on PDL/laminin provided a favorable substrate on which a subset of neurite growth cones from the adjacent trigeminal explant could elongate onto the GAG spot, whereas the growth cones of other neurites were deflected at the GAG spot border. Using this culture paradigm, we observed the behaviors of individual trigeminal neurite growth cones as they extended on the surface of different purified GAGs and found differential effects on fasciculation and branching of neurites, dependent on the type and concentration of immobilized GAG substrate. Neurite fasciculation behaviors were quantified by determining the percentage of thin (0.4–1.2 μm; nonfasciculated), intermediate (1.3–4.0 μm), and thick (>4.1 μm or thicker; fasciculated) neurites that elongated onto the immobilized GAG surface. Additionally, the number of defasciculation/branch points for each neurite that had extended on the GAG surface was recorded. When trigeminal explants were grown on controls, a water spot dried on PDL/laminin, neurites primarily grew as intermediate fascicles with 1 to 2 points of branching or defasciculation per neurite (Fig. 9A). A predominance of intermediate to thick fascicles was apparent among neurites extending on surfaces coated with CSA/C or DS (Figs. 9B–D). Moreover, the majority of fascicles elongating on either of these two substrata grew without branching or defasciculating (Figs. 9B–D). In contrast, growth on a KS substrate was markedly different from all other conditions, in that neurites were nonfasciculated and highly branched (Fig. 9E). The effects of each purified GAG on neurite fasciculation and branching are summarized in Figures 9F and 9G. The effects of purified, immobilized GAGs on neurite behavior and morphology reported here were consistent among different GAG concentrations tested, with maximal effects on fasciculation/branching when intermediate concentrations were used, wherein approximately 15% to 50% of neurites emanating from explants could cross over the GAG substrate. Decreasing the concentration of GAGs by a factor of one-fifth to one-half allowed significantly higher quantities of neurites to elongate onto the GAG substrate, making individual observations of individual neurite behaviors grown under these conditions difficult. Collectively, these qualitative and quantitative observations reveal that trigeminal neurite fasciculation and branching behaviors are influenced differentially by specific types of GAG molecules and in a concentration-dependent manner, suggesting that such nerve bundling behavior could be expressed by nerves in vivo as they enter the eyefield and first encounter limbal and then corneal stromal GAGs, in both cases in their normal immobilized forms.

**DISCUSSION**

During chick embryonic development, beginning at E4, nerves extend from the OpV branch of the TG toward the developing cornea. Upon arriving at the edge of the corneal stroma, nerves are delayed from entering it for several days due to the presence of inhibitory Semaphorin and Slit molecules in the cornea. Instead, nerve fibers split into a dorsal and a ventral stream, eventually forming a complete pericorneal nerve ring in the limbus mesenchyme that surrounds the periphery of the corneal stroma. Data collected in the current study show that, beginning at E9, nerves exit the nerve ring as tight fascicle bundles, and that their growth cones advance through the limbus mesenchyme in that bundled form as they migrate toward the corneal stroma without bifurcating or branching. Nerves penetrate the anterior stroma at E9 to E10 and immediately begin to bifurcate/branch repeatedly as their growth cones migrate through the stroma toward the epithelium, which they penetrate by E12. A recent report showed that once nerves arrive at the epithelium, they branch repeatedly and form synapses with epithelial cells.

Nerve growth cone guidance during development and regeneration arises from a balance of inhibitory and promotional cues in the local environment consisting of several ECM molecules, cell adhesion molecules, neurorepellent molecules, chemotactrants, and growth factors, some soluble and diffusible but many immobilized in the ECM. To date, studies of the mechanisms underlying nerve growth and patterning during both avian and mouse cornea innervation have been limited to those concerned with axon growth cone inhibition as a result of the high degree of neurorepellent molecules in the eyefield secreted by the lens and cor-
Extracellular GAG molecules are known to influence sensory nerve growth and guidance during embryonic development, prompting us to examine the potential roles for ECM-GAGs in cornea innervation in this study. A prior study by our group showed that CS, DS, and KS are the predominant ECM-GAGs produced during cornea innervation stages. Conversely, expression of heparan sulfate (HS), another ECM-GAG, is high in the cornea during early development but dramatically reduces in the cornea many days prior to cornea innervation and remains low throughout cornea development, making HS a minimal component of the cornea ECM during innervation. ECM-GAG expression data collected from this study led our group to speculate on the potential roles for CS, DS, and KS on cornea innervation.

Examining the distributions of CS, DS, and KS GAGs by immunolabeling during cornea innervation revealed that these sulfated epitopes are developmentally regulated throughout chick cornea development. Strikingly, at each developmental day examined, CS-56 (CSA/C) and 7D4 (CS/DS) immunoreactivities were localized among cells in the limbus and corneal tissues that were avoided by growing TG nerve growth cones during innervation. CSA and CSC were primarily localized to the anterior layers of the limbus at E9, but were absent from the posterior limbus and all corneal layers at this stage. By E10, CS-56 (CSA/C)-positive epitopes appeared in the medial layers of the corneal stroma, with positive staining appearing gradually in more posterior stromal layers during subsequent days of development (E11–E14). Staining patterns of 7D4 (CS/DS) during E9 to E14 were similar to those of CS-56 (CSA/C), with the exception of the appearance of 7D4-positive epitopes in the medial layers of the corneal stroma at E9, a day earlier than CS-56 immunolabeling. Because 7D4 detects DS epitopes in addition to CSA/C epitopes, we reason that 7D4 immunoreactivity in E9 corneas represents the presence of DS chains in E9 corneas.

Immunodetection of highly sulfated KS epitopes in this study was carried out using I22 and 5D4 antibodies. Results obtained with I22 were similar to those obtained with 5D4 at each embryonic day examined. KS epitopes were present throughout the corneal stroma from E9 to E14, but were absent from corneal epithelium and limbus mesenchyme. We report here that KS antibody staining was uniform throughout all stromal layers of the chick cornea by E10 to E14, differences between their findings with those of Funderburgh et al. and ours may be due to tissue processing prior to antibody staining. In this study and that of Funderburgh et al., corneas were fixed and embedded in paraffin, prior to washes in detergent-containing saline and antibody stainings, whereas in Young et al., cornea specimens were unfixed and frozen, then subjected to detergent-containing saline washes prior to staining.

The cornea contains the proteoglycan decorin containing chondroitin/dermatan sulfate (CS/DS/PG) and three proteoglycans containing keratan sulfate (KSPG), which are lumican, keratocan, and mimecan. Each of these proteoglycan core proteins may contain the CS/DS or KS molecules whose expression we analyzed in the developing eyefield in this study. Decorin expression overlaps that of CS/DS in the cornea matrix during stages of stromal invasion to the cornea, time points that preceded those examined in this study. It is likely that decorin expression also overlaps with CS/DS expression in the cornea and pericorneal tissues during cornea innervation; however, to our knowledge its expression has not been examined in the chick cornea during such stages. The KSPGs lumican, keratocan, and mimecan are detectable by RTPCR at high levels during cornea innervation stages, but the clocks relative to their expression in the adult, and each of those three core proteins is modified with KS GAG chains in the embryonic cornea. Lumican is the most abundant KSPG during cornea innervation, whereas mimecan is the least abundant KSPG during cornea development. We have previously reported in situ hybridization data for the two major core proteins keratocan and lumican in the cornea. Both core proteins are expressed in the cornea stroma and endothelium, but absent from the epithelium at E8 to E9. Lumican expression is more widespread in the corneal edges and limbus, whereas keratocan expression is exclusive to corneal regions. These core protein expression patterns are complementary in the developing cornea to KS (as shown in this study) and so it is likely to presume that these are important GAG-bearing cores in the cornea at these stages.

It is well established that CS- and KSPGs in the ECM have crucial roles in modulating axonal growth and guidance during development and also after nervous system injury. Although much evidence has accumulated suggesting that it is the GAG chain moieties that are recognized by nerve growth cones, fewer studies have specifically addressed the differential effects that individual GAG moieties have on a particular nerve cell. Here, we used a modified spot assay designed to mimic an in vivo environment whereby GAGs are immobilized and presented solely to nerve growth cones, but not to their neuronal cell bodies, similar to how GAGs would be encountered by growth cones in a developing embryo. Our results show that each GAG tested in the study displayed its own unique potential for inhibiting trigeminal nerve growth cone migration in vitro. CS, DS, and KS GAGs induced trigeminal growth cones to stop on the GAG-free surface, near the GAG border, and oftentimes growth cones would turn at the border to avoid crossing over the GAG surface. Growth cone turning to avoid inhibitory substrates is mediated by reversible changes in actin filament bundles and microtubule dynamics in the growth cone tip. It has been previously shown that DRG growth cones contacting immobilized, neural-derived CSPG interfaces stall and turn without growth cone collapse, which is characterized by a breakdown of F-actin at the growth cone tip. Rather, actin-based filopodia at the growth cone continuously extend around the growth cone to sample the surrounding substrata. Eventually after a sampling period, the growth cone turns in the direction of filopodia extended on a favorable substrate to avoid the inhibitory CSPG, indicating that CSPG induces dynamic changes to F-actin and cortical actin at the growth cone, rather than actin disassembly, resulting in growth cone steering. We observed here that growth cones of trigeminal neurons did not collapse upon contact with GAGs and display similar turning behavior to DRGs in response to inhibitory GAGs, suggesting that actin dynamics are similar between TG and DRG neurons. In addition, it was recently reported that PC-12 neurons contacting a CSPG interface display a decrease in the rate of microtubule polymerization. Interestingly, the change in microtubule dynamics occurs exclusively at the neurite growth cone tip in direct contact with the CSPG substrate, whereas neurites of the same cell body that do not contact CSPG display normal microtubule dynamics. These studies indicate that proteoglycans/GAGs influence the cytoskeleton dynamics of neurites in a dynamic and localized fashion, accounting for the stalling and steering growth cones at inhibitory interfaces. In the future, to better characterize the inhibitory mechanisms of
Figure 9. Trigeminal neurite behavior following elongation upon intermediate, permissive concentrations of immobilized GAG substrates. (A–E) The strategy for generating culture substrates so that trigeminal neurons grow out on surfaces containing PDL/laminin and GAG or control spots was described in Figure 5A. A vertical line above (A–C) or below (D, E) the image indicates the location of the boundary between the PDL/laminin only substrate (control, left) and the test substrate (GAG or control spot, right). Representative images are shown for neurites encountering a water control spot (A) or CSA (B), DS (C), CSC (D), or KS (E). Neurite behavior upon growing over CSA (B), DS (C), and CSC (D) is characterized by a marked shift from intermediate to thick fascicles (white arrows; fasciculation) and reduced defasciculation/branching. On the contrary, neurite behavior seen when growth cones migrate upon KS (E) is characterized as nonfasciculated (yellow arrows; nonfasciculated) with a high degree of branching (white arrowheads represent points of branching or defasciculation). (F) Percentages of neurites that grew as fasciculated or nonfasciculated under control and test conditions. (G) Percentages of branching points per neurite under control and test conditions. *n* values: water, 89 neurites; CSA, 127 neurites; DS, 114 neurites; CSC, 110 neurites; KS, 174 neurites.
individual GAG moieties on trigeminal outgrowth, it will be important to study cytoskeletal dynamics in trigeminal growth cones as they contact individual GAG moieties in vitro.

Among the four GAGs tested in this study (CSA/C, DS, and KS), trigeminal growth cone outgrowth seemed to be inhibited more by CS/DS than by KS. However, the difference was more inhibitory than CSA to growth cone movement at high concentrations, but less inhibitory at lower concentrations. Interestingly, we found that KS was much less inhibitory to movement of trigeminal growth cones than were CS and DS molecules. Partial inhibition of trigeminal neurites by KS was evident only at the highest concentrations tested (i.e., 2.5 and 5 μM). Even at these concentrations, considerable neurite growth was evident on KS substrates, whereas similar concentrations of CSC and DS GAGs induced complete inhibition of trigeminal neurite outgrowth, suggesting that KS may be a weaker inhibitor of trigeminal neurite outgrowth, whereas CS and DS are strong inhibitors. Collectively, these findings highlight the specificity with which trigeminal nerve growth cones can detect and respond to differences in component disaccharide structure, sulfation, and concentration between different GAGs.

Our in vitro studies strongly support the hypothesis that CS and DS molecules in the embryonic limbus and corneal stroma may, themselves, serve as a barrier to growth cone advancement during chick cornea innervation, irrespective of the presence of other neuroinhibitory molecules diffusing through, or bound to, the ECM (none was purposely added during in vitro experiments here). The presence of CS/DS in the medial and posterior cornea stroma layers during stages of cornea innervation could help to explain why these stromal tissues remain free of trigeminal nerves, whereas more anterior stromal layers that lack CS/DS become populated by nerves. Furthermore, the late appearance of CS/DS in the limbus during eye development seems to be consistent with the possibility that these GAGs act to inhibit further immigration of neuronal growth cones into the corneal stroma once a certain number of nerves have crossed the anterior corneal basement membrane and formed synapses with epithelial cells. On the other hand, our finding here that nerves advanced into regions of the cornea where KS was localized indicates that corneal KS is not sufficient to impede the advancement of incoming trigeminal nerves. This further supports the finding that KS is a weaker inhibitor of trigeminal nerve growth cone migration, compared with CS/DS. Because high KS concentrations are required to inhibit trigeminal neurites in vitro (this study), it is possible that KS is not present at high enough levels in the embryonic cornea to impede nerve advancement.

In the present study we also examined whether GAGs could inhibit trigeminal neurite outgrowth when they were presented in soluble form. In contrast with using immobilized GAGs, data collected here indicated no difference in neurite outgrowth from trigeminal explants when they were challenged with CS, DS, or GAGs that were presented to them in the culture media. This may suggest that trigeminal growth cones can sense how GAGs are presented, potentially by detecting conformational differences between immobilized versus soluble form, and inducing a behavioral effect. Alternatively, the radical difference in growth cone behavior in response to surface-bound GAG versus soluble GAG may arise from a difference in the effective, final concentration of that same GAG that is exposed to the growth cone. This would assume that GAGs bound to the culture surface are more concentrated than when they are free-floating in solution. We attempted to address this potential explanation in our studies by culturing trigeminal explants with soluble GAGs at concentrations 10× higher than those effective at influencing trigeminal outgrowth when GAGs were bound to the surface (i.e., 2 μM for immobilized study versus 20 μM for soluble study). Despite this we never detected an effect of soluble GAGs on trigeminal outgrowth, regardless of concentration tested, making it difficult to conclude which of the above potential hypotheses could help to explain the difference between immobilized GAGs, DS or GAGs with soluble GAG with substrate outgrowth in our study. One final possibility that may account for the differences in trigeminal growth when challenged with GAGs in immobilized versus soluble form may be due to differences in how the neuronal cells encounter the GAGs in our study. When trigeminal explants are grown adjacent to immobilized GAG spots, only the growth cones are exposed to the GAG, but the cell bodies are not. Moreover, growth cones are given a choice of whether to advance over GAG surface or stop/turn and grow on GAG-free substrate. In contrast, when GAGs are presented in soluble form, the neurites and cell bodies, in addition to the growth cone, are exposed to the GAGs. Snow et al.8 showed that neurites from DRG explants were strongly repelled from immobilized CSPGs if the explants were cultured on GAG-free substrata and the nerve growth cones encountered the CSPGs, but not if the neuronal cell bodies were exposed to CSPGs, even when immobilized. This indicates that neurite behavior can be greatly influenced not just by the ECM encountered by the growth cone, but also by the ECM surrounding the cell body.

Fasciculation and branching depend on adhesive and repulsive interactions between growing axons and the surrounding nonneuronal cells and ECM environment encountered by the axons. These collective influences help to determine the growth-cone decisions to follow a “pioneer axon,” or an existing fascicle, or to diverge from it. In the chick embryo, removal of repulsive polysialic acid (PSA) moieties on neural cell adhesion molecules (NCAMs) leads to increased axon bundle/fasciculation and a marked reduction in branching of peripheral nerves.106–109 The presence of PSA-NCAM in developing chick corneas suggests a similar role in nerve growth during cornea innervations.110 Additionally, axonal-axon adhesion may also contribute to fasciculation and branching regulation. In this vein, altering Nogo-A signaling in vitro and in vivo upon inhibiting Nogo-A signaling negatively affects axon-axon adhesion and increases fasciculation.86 Despite recent reports indicating the importance of GAGs to axonal fasciculation and branching, direct requirements for ECM–GAG moieties in regulating these nerve behaviors are poorly understood. DRG sensory neurons grown on laminin and an intermediate, permissive concentration of CSPGs displayed neurite outgrowth that was predominantly fasciculated. Data presented in the current report extend the studies by Snow and colleagues using CSPGs as we have examined the effect on sensory neuron fasciculation of purified CS and DS GAG moieties, lacking the proteoglycan core protein. We show here that CSA, CSC, and DS can each individually trigger neurite fasciculation. In sharp contrast, neurites growing on KS were highly branched and grew predominantly in nonfasciculated arrays. In contrast to our studies using sensory neurons of the PNS, rat CNS embryonic cortical neurons did not display increased fasciculation when growth cones were presented with the same purified, commercial preparation of CSA as was used in our study.13 Moreover, immobilized, purified CSA and KS were shown to significantly increase CNS dopaminergic (DA) neurite branching on poly-γ-ornithine. Collectively, data from these studies and ours indicate that the differential effects on neurite behavior when encountering immobilized GAGs, likely depends on the source of the neuron (PNS versus CNS), as well as on the actual charge density/GAG density on the surface. A further factor that may influence neurite responses to GAGs during in vitro assays is the choice of growth substrate surrounding the GAG. In support of this, Macé et al. reported...
that the branching effect of CSA, but not that of KS, on DA neurons grown on poly-L-ornithine was significantly reduced when neurons were grown instead on laminin, thus making their experimental protocol and data similar to those in the current study, in both of which GAGs were presented to growth cones in combination with laminin. Many lines of evidence in addition to this investigation support the notion that CS and KS-GAGs are colocalized with laminin in vivo in the developing cornea97,111 and other tissues,112,113 supporting the biological relevance of the substrate molecules chosen in this study.

The in vitro evidence that CS and DS support trigeminal sensory neuron fasciculation is consistent with nerve growth behavior in vivo during eye development. The cornea and limbus express CSPGs, as do other components of the optic pathway, including the retina.9,25 The expression of CSPGs in these tissues is developmentally regulated and CSPG expression is inversely related to the position of ingrowing axons during innervation of the chick cornea (this study) and in the rat and chicken retina.9,25 We found that nerve growth was predominantly fasciculated in the limbus, a tissue rich in CS and DS molecules, and poor in KS, consistent with highly fasciulated nerve growth in the chicken retina, which is also rich in CSPGs. In sharp contrast, nerve processes in the anterior stroma, which is rich in KS, were nonfasciculated and highly branched. Consistent with this, developing retinal processes in the rat retina (i.e., CNS nerves), expressing low levels of CSPGs, are mostly nonfasciculated.25 These in vivo growth behaviors in the developing eye directly correlate with the in vitro data presented in this investigation.

Corneal nerves provide important protective and trophic functions. Disruptions to corneal nerves, as a result of trauma or corrective surgery, may lead to altered epithelial morphology and function, delayed wound healing, and reductions in tear film functions. Disruptions to corneal nerves, as a result of trauma or the in vitro data presented in this investigation.

Sensory neuron fasciculation is consistent with nerve growth behaviors in the developing eye directly correlate with the biological relevance of the substrate molecules chosen in this study.
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